
My First Animals Series      Red Book Band 
 
Aim 
 - to use words with alternative pronunciations of the single letters 'a, i, o, g, y'. 
 - to reinforce the HFWs 'play, we, are, my, little, have'. 
 - to introduce 'ph' in 'elephant' 
  
Book  Titles                    Total words   
MFA01 Lions and Tigers   43    
MFA02 Elephants and Giraffes  43     
MFA03 Hippos and Crocodiles  41    
MFA04 Camels and Donkeys  39     
MFA05 Monkeys and Zebras  42    
MFA06 Kangaroos and Ostriches  40    
 
 
MFA01  Lions and Tigers 
Vowels 
ay  play 
ee  see 
er  tiger 
long i  lion  tiger 
Phase 2 a  am  and  cubs  Mum  Dad  can 
Phase 3 with 
Phase 4 — 
Tricky  I  the  me  my  are 
 
 
MFA02  Elephants and Giraffes 
Vowels 
long a  baby 
ee  see 
soft g  giraffe 
y ending baby 
Phase 2 a  am  an  can  and  fun  is 
Phase 3 with 
Phase 4 — 
Tricky  I  the  me  my  have 
Other  elephant   
 
 
MFA03  Hippos and Crocodiles 
Vowels 
ee  see 
er  river 
ou  out 
long a  baby 
long i (i-e) crocodile 
long o  hippo 
y ending baby 



Phase 2 a  am  in  can  get  of  hot 
Phase 3 with 
Phase 4 swim 
Tricky  I  the  my  are  we  go  to   
Other  crocodile 
 
 
 
MFA04  Camels and Donkeys 
Vowels 
y ending carry  (donkey) 
Phase 2 a  am  on  can  and  bag  big  legs  back  basket   
Phase 3 thin  long 
Phase 4 hump 
Tricky  I  my  have are  little  friends 
Other  camel 
 
 
MFA05  Monkeys and Zebras 
Vowels 
long a  baby 
all  falling 
y ending baby  (monkey) 
Phase 2 a  am  us  is  on  fun 
Phase 3 with 
Phase 4 lands  zebra 
Tricky  I  the  me  my  have  are  we  oh  no 
 
 
 
MFA06  Kangaroos and Ostriches 
Vowels 
long a  baby 
oo  kangaroo 
ou  pouch 
long y  fly  my 
y ending very  baby 
Phase 2 a  am  in  is  can  an  big  but  run  cannot 
Phase 3 with  wings 
Phase 4 jump  fast  catch  ostrich 
Tricky  I  the  my  have  very   
 
 
 
Key Vocabulary  
 
MFA01  play   with      are       my 
MFA02   with            my      have 
MFA03   with           go    to      are       my    we   
MFA04              little  are           my    have 



MFA05   with   no    oh                     are       my    we 
MFA06   with            my        have 
 
 


